This type of random function is said to be nonergodic, since a single realization no matter how extensive cannot be expected to replicate the moments of the process over the ensemble. where s refers to the set of parameters which are now allowed to vary randomly from storm to storm and the subindex e refers to the fact that expectations are taken with respect to the parameters which vary through the storm ensemble.
Assuming 
EVALUATION OF T•O•TICAL ASSUMPTIONS
The model is evaluated on the basis of criteria belonging to two broad categories. In the first are those criteria related to the consistency of the model's structural assumptions with observations of the actual process and some general theoretical principles related to rainfM1 occurrence. The second group of criteria are operational. That is, the model is evaluated on the basis of its utility in describing attributes of the precipitation process which are not implicit to the model or the parameter estimation procedure. Theoretical arguments will be discussed in this section, while operational criteria are evaluated in a section following the discussion of the parameter estimation procedure.
The most significant of the model's assumptions are (1) spatially homogeneous field, (2) isotropic correlation structure, (3)
Poisson distribution of cells in space, (4) exponentially distrily uted cell birth time, (5) exponential attenuation of cell inten. sity with time, (6) quadratic exponential attenuation of inten. sity with increasing distance from the cell center, and (7)expo. nentially distributed cell center intensity. The first two assumptions were examined by Eagleson et el. [1987] in their analysis of total storm depth at Walnut Gulch. They found that the field was both homogeneous and isotropic when storm depth was sampled over the storm ensemble. They els0 found these storm fields to cover at least 95% of the basin.
The fact that the field is isotropic and stationary when 01> served over the ensemble is necessary, but not sufficient evi. dence of the same properties at the scale of the single realize. tion. For example, one might imagine that the correlation structure of each realization is ellipsoidal, but that the orienta. tion of the axes varies randomly from realization to realize. tion. In that case the correlation observed over the ensemble will be isotropic, although the correlation of the individual event is ellipsoidal. Similar conditions might be conceived of where each realization is nonhomogeneous, but where the field is observed to be homogeneous over the ensemble.
Zawadski [1973] found that the precipitation field for a given realization was nonisotropic at distances of !0 km or more but isotropic over lesser distances. The Walnut Gulch basin is roughly 8 by 20 km. Given Zawadski's analysis, it is conceivable that the precipitation process might be repre. Estimation was not performed for the condition where none of the parameters varied between events because it is not likely that the observed variance over the ensemble of the mean depth on the basin could be accounted for under that assumption. In the event that the parameters were constant from storm to storm, the theoretical value of the variance over the ensemble of the mean total depth on the basin is the product of the ensemble point variance and the variance function 7(T•, T2)(equation (15) 
C6v (r) -'-(T "•) (x(t) --x(t)Xx(t + r) -x(t)) dr (26)
The expected value of this estimator is 
E[Cfv (•:)] ---E[x(t)x(t + •)] --E[x(t) 2]

E{C6v [h(t, zx), h(t, z2)]} =Cov [h(t, z•), h(t, z2) ] --Var [h(t"•'t"2)(t, z)]
where h(oet'r'2)(t, z) is the mean value of the field over the Lx by 
E{c6r[h(t, zx), h(t, z2)])
Coy [h(t, zx), h(t, z2) ] -Var [hq'"z'2)(t, z)] Var [h(t, z)] -Var [hq'•'L2)(t, z)]
which is equivalent to
E{cOr [h(t, z•), h(t, z2)]) = cor [h(t, z1) , h(t, z2) ] --7(L!, Lee ) ! --V(L•, L2)
An unbiased estimator of the correlation function (c6rc) is found [Jacobs et al., !987] by solving (34) for the correlation function as a function of the original estimator c5r½ [h(t, z•), h(t, z2) ] = car [h(t, 15!), h(t, z2)](1 --T(L1, L2) ) 4-7(Lx, L2)
From (31), the expected value of the variance estimator is It may be seen from (35) 
To correct the correlation function of the historical data, where D is unknown a priori, an iterative routine is utilized. In the first iteration a physically reasonable value is assumed for D and the correlation function is corrected according to (35).
A value of D is estimated by selecting that value which minimizes the mean square error of the corrected correlation function about the theoretical total depth correlation function. 
E{Var [h(t, z)]} = Var [h(t, z)] -Var [h(r't'•'•)(t, z)]
Temporal Parameters
The storm's temporal structure is controlled by •, the longevity parameter and fi, the parameter of the cell's temporal arrival distribution. These parameters are Tables 2 and 3 However, such a modification will increase the complexity of the analytic expressions describing the statistical moments and will require estimation of an additional two parameters. To capture the observed nonstationarity the cell birth,death will have to be more complex than the simple exponential decay used by Rodriguez-Iturbe and Eagleson. • temporal longevity parameter, min-1. fi inverse of mean cell birth time, min-•. 7( , ) variance function, ratio of variance of spatially or temporally averaged process to the variance
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